###### Key Points

-   Our patient-derived xenograft mouse model of HGG reproduces infiltrating tumor with an intact BBB.

-   FUS disrupts the BBB and selectively increases antibody uptake in targeted nonenhancing HGG.

-   FUS treatment is localized and leaves untargeted regions unaffected.

###### Importance of the Study

The ability to target a tumor burden lying behind an intact BBB is paramount to improving the treatment of HGG patients. FUS shows significant clinical potential, allowing for both selective targeting and efficient delivery of systemic therapies to a localized area of the tumor. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no preclinical studies that demonstrate the efficacy of FUS in animal models of intracranial HGG with an intact BBB, leading to a lack of evidence that FUS will improve uptake of systemic therapies in infiltrative regions of HGG. Here we demonstrate, for the first time, that FUS can selectively open the BBB to enhance the delivery of a targeted antibody in a PDX mouse model that reproducibly forms infiltrating HGG with an intact BBB. Overall, our results highlight the potential of FUS to change the clinical management of HGG, creating new therapeutic possibilities for emerging systemic therapies.

One of the biggest challenges in the delivery of systemic therapy for high-grade glioma (HGG) is the heterogeneous vasculature morphology that characterizes the tumor. HGG exhibits a highly heterogeneous mix of neovascular mechanisms and environments, often with angiogenesis, vascular co-option,^[@CIT0001]^ vascular mimicry,^[@CIT0002]^ and even glioblastoma-endothelial cell transdifferentiation^[@CIT0003]^ appearing within the same tumor.^[@CIT0004],[@CIT0005]^ This leads to a high degree of heterogeneity in the status of the blood--brain barrier (BBB) across the tumor,^[@CIT0006]^ including regions of invasive tumor in the majority of HGG where the BBB is fully intact.^[@CIT0007]^ These regions of tumor tissue present a significant barrier to the delivery of systemic therapies and must be addressed if the patient prognosis is to be improved.^[@CIT0007]^

Standard clinical treatment for HGG involves surgical resection followed by chemotherapy and radiotherapy where both resection margins and external beam radiotherapy margins are planned based on a contrast-enhanced (CE) MRI.^[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009]^ Delivery of contrast agents to tumorous tissue relies on the disruption of the BBB, thus there is often residual disease following therapy ultimately leading to patient relapse.^[@CIT0007],[@CIT0010],[@CIT0011]^ As such, these residual nonenhancing regions of HGG are an important target for emerging therapies.

A number of neurosurgical techniques that temporarily disrupt the BBB and allow for more effective drug delivery have been investigated to overcome this challenge.^[@CIT0012]^ Of these, MR-guided Focused Ultrasound (FUS) holds particular promise and is beginning to have an impact in the clinical domain. FUS involves the application of a focused beam of low-frequency ultrasonic waves to a specific region of the tumor tissue guided by an MRI. When used in combination with systemic delivery of echogenic microbubbles, FUS produces a transient disruption of the BBB that lasts up to 24 h^[@CIT0013]^ ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This strategy holds significant promise for HGG, allowing a high payload of systemic therapy to be delivered to a localized area of the tumor without affecting the surrounding healthy brain tissue.^[@CIT0014]^

![Mechanism of Focused Ultrasound (FUS)-induced BBB disruption. Application of a FUS pulse at the resonance frequency of systemically administered microbubbles causes stable cavitation. This leads to temporary disruption of endothelial tight junctions allowing systemically administered antibodies to penetrate into the brain parenchyma and reach glioma cells.](vdaa030f0001){#F1}

There are now a number of preclinical^[@CIT0013],[@CIT0015]^ and clinical^[@CIT0020]^ examples and 4 ongoing clinical trials (NCT03712293, NCT02343991, NCT03322813, and NCT03616860; clinicaltrials.gov), evaluating the safety and effectiveness of using FUS in combination with standard systemic therapies in brain tumors. A class of systemic therapy that has shown limited success in brain cancer, despite significant efficacy in non-CNS cancers, is monoclonal antibodies. A dominant factor in the limited success of monoclonal antibody therapies in HGG is the inability of such large macromolecules to extravasate in the presence of a functional BBB.^[@CIT0021]^ FUS represents a very promising strategy to overcome this limitation.^[@CIT0025]^ Several studies have reported positive results when using FUS to enhance antibody penetration across the BBB for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease^[@CIT0025]^and a small number of studies have investigated the effects of combining FUS with antibody delivery on tumor growth, immune response, and animal survival in mouse or rat models of glioma.^[@CIT0029]^ While these studies reported promising preclinical results, there are a number of critical limitations that must be addressed before the clinical translation is considered.

The limited number of preclinical investigations reported to date has been carried out either in mouse models of breast cancer brain metastases, in the C6 rat model of glioma, or in the U87 mouse model of glioma, all of which show significant volumes of contrast enhancement prior to treatment with FUS.^[@CIT0030]^ This indicates that the BBB is already compromised in these models and so are not faithful representations of the true disease state. While all studies showed an increase in the concentration of the molecule of interest in the tumor tissue following FUS, there is limited evidence that these strategies would be effective in treating nonenhancing HGG. It is often suggested that FUS-induced extravasation of molecules of interest in the healthy brain is sufficient evidence to infer that FUS will increase extravasation in nonenhancing HGG tissue.^[@CIT0016],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0033]^ However, due to the significant differences in vascular architecture and regional blood flow between a healthy brain and nonenhancing HGG tissue, it is unlikely that mechanisms of FUS-induced BBB disruption will be consistent between a healthy brain and nonenhancing HGG tissue.

In this work, we fully characterize the MR-enhancing properties of a patient-derived xenograft (PDX) orthotopic mouse model of HGG to develop a robust and reproducible model of nonenhancing HGG. Using this model, we demonstrate the efficacy of FUS to increase ^89^Zr-radiolabelled antibody concentration in nonenhancing HGG tissue.

Methods {#s1}
=======

Experimental Design {#s2}
-------------------

All animal experiments were approved by both the University of Queensland Animal Ethics Committee and the QIMR Berghofer Animal Ethics Committee. Experimental animal care guidelines were adhered to at all times. Fourteen NOD/SCID tumor-bearing mice were used for this study. Animals were randomly divided into 2 groups: a control group of 6 mice and a FUS-treated group of 8 mice. Before each procedure and imaging session, the mice were anesthetized by inhalation of 2% isoflurane (Isothesia NXT; Henry Schein Animal Health) in the air (2 L/min).

Structural MRI was used to assess tumor size and extent of BBB opening. T~2~-weighted images (T2) were acquired to characterize the entire tumor size, including regions of edema. Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MRI images (T1-CE) were used to determine the extent of BBB opening in the tumor prior to and after FUS treatment. Dynamic contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MRI imaging (DCE) was used to characterize the permeability of the BBB in different areas of the tumor.

Tumor development was monitored for 4 months via T2 imaging. Once the tumor reached a size of 200 ± 100 mm^3^ the mice were enrolled in the experiment ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). On Day 1 the fur on the scalp of the FUS group of mice was completely removed with clippers followed by application of depilatory cream (Veet), then a T2, T1 maps, a DCE sequence, and a T1-CE were acquired for both groups. DCE sequences were acquired only for 12 of the 14 mice. On Day 2, both groups were administered a dose (\~4 MBq) of ^89^Zr-radiolabelled antibody targeting EphA2 receptors. Following antibody administration, the FUS group was subjected to FUS treatment. A T1-CE was acquired immediately following FUS exposure to observe the extent of FUS-induced BBB opening. To assess the accumulation of the radiolabeled antibody in tumor tissue in both the control and the FUS groups a PET--CT scan was acquired on Day 3 at 24 h post-antibody injection or post-FUS treatment, respectively. All mice were euthanized by cardiac perfusion with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) 72 h post-injection of the radiolabeled antibody (Day 5). The brains were excised and stored in 4% PFA at 4°C, washed twice with 0.1% NaN~3~ in PBS after 24 and 48 h, and then stored in 70% ethanol at 4°C until embedding in paraffin. Finally, histology was performed on the paraffin-embedded brains.

Tumor Model {#s3}
-----------

The HGG tumor model used in this study was generated by orthotopic injection of WK1 neurospheres into the right striatum of 6-week-old female NOD/SCID mice. The WK1 cell line was derived from a 77-year-old man with right parieto-occipital glioblastoma prior to him receiving chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Tumor tissue was collected as part of a study approved by the Human Ethics Committees of the QIMR Berghofer Medical Research Institute and the Royal Brisbane and Women's Hospital with full patient consent. Full cell line characterization data are publicly available from Q-Cell <https://www.qimrberghofer.edu.au/q-cell/>.^[@CIT0037]^ Cell culture and xenograft model implant methodology, together with studies on median survival of NOD/SCID mice with implanted WK1 xenografts, were previously published.^[@CIT0038]^

Antibody {#s4}
--------

The EphA2-4B3 antibody used in this work is an IgG2a antibody raised in wild-type mice against a human EphA2-Fc immunogen. Antibody production using a standard hybridoma and subsequent purification was carried out at the Protein Expression Facility at The University of Queensland. Studies reporting the characterization of EphA2 receptor expression in WK1 xenografts and data on the specificity and affinity of the 4B3 antibody to the EphA2 receptor have been previously published by our group.^[@CIT0038],[@CIT0039]^

Magnetic Resonance Imaging {#s5}
--------------------------

MR images were acquired on a Bruker 7T Clinscan interfaced with a Siemens spectrometer running Numaris 4 VB17 using a 23 mm mouse head volume coil. A catheter preloaded with the gadolinium contrast agent (CA) (gadobutrol, 0.1 mmol/kg, Gadovist 1.0; Bayer) was placed in the tail vein. Imaging sequences included a T2 (resolution 0.078 × 0.078 × 0.700 mm^3^; TR/TE 2750/45 ms/ms; flip angle 180°), T1 maps (resolution 0.195 × 0.195 × 0.850 mm^3^; TR/TE 12/0.93 ms/ms; flip angles 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°), DCE (resolution 0.195 × 0.195 × 0.850 mm^3^; TR/TE 12/0.93 ms/ms; flip angle 12°), and T1-CE (resolution 0.117 × 0.117 × 0.120 mm^3^; TR/TE 12/1.78 ms/ms; flip angle 21°). DCE images were acquired before, during, and after injection of the gadolinium bolus (40 μL at a rate of 10 μL/s).

FUS Sonication {#s6}
--------------

FUS was performed using an LP-100 FUS instrument (FUS Instruments) using a 1.1 MHz hemispherical transducer mounted in a 3-axis positioning system aligned with the MRI coordinate space. Mice were anesthetized and laid in the supine position on the sonication system with the dorsal surface of the head centered over the FUS transducer. Breathing was visually monitored throughout the experiment and mice were kept warm with a heat lamp positioned over the bed ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Prior to sonication, the FUS bed with the mouse secured in position was moved into the MR scanner and a T2 image was acquired to visualize the tumor mass. The image was imported into the FUS guidance software and a sonication volume consisting of 10--20 target points was defined across the tumor ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The FUS bed with mouse secured in position was transferred to the FUS system and the mouse was injected with radiolabeled antibody solution prior to sonication. Sonication consisted of 10 ms focused ultrasonic bursts delivered transcranially to the target points over a period of 2500 ms with a total sonication time of 120 s. The acoustic power level used corresponded to a peak rarefactional focal pressure amplitude in water of 0.85 MPa. During sonication a combined solution of gadolinium CA (1:10 dilution) and activated ultrasound CA microbubbles diluted to 2% in MilliQ water (Definity; Lantheus Medical Imaging) was administered intravenously with a catheter placed in the tail vein as a 200 μL infusion over 60 s. The Definity microbubbles were activated 5 min prior to sonication by vigorous shaking with a VialMix (Lantheus Medical Imaging) for a pre-set time of 45 s. Immediately following microbubble activation, the suspension contained approximately 1.2 × 10^10^ microbubbles/mL with a mean diameter range of 1.5--2.9 μm as measured by Beckman Coulter Counter Multisizer ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

PET--CT Imaging {#s7}
---------------

^89^Zr radiolabeling was performed as described in the work of Zeglis and Lewis^[@CIT0040]^ and radiochemical yield and purity were determined by thin layer chromatography (TLC). Doses were administered if the radiochemical purity was more than 95%. PET--CT images were acquired 24 h post-FUS using an Inveon Preclinical PET-CT system (Siemens). Mice were anesthetized and maintained using 2% isoflurane in oxygen at a flow rate of 2 L/min and positioned in an in-house manufactured 4-mouse scanning bed. A 30 min PET image was acquired followed by a CT for attenuation correction and co-registration to the MRI data. The PET images were reconstructed using the OSEM-2D reconstruction algorithm in the Inveon Acquisition Workspace (IAW, Siemens) correcting for attenuation and ^89^Zr detector efficiency.

Histology and Microscopy {#s8}
------------------------

Paraffin-embedded mouse brains were cut into 7-μm-thick coronal sections using a Rotary Microtome HM 355 S (Microm International). Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was used to assess tumor margins. Following deparaffinization, slides were stained in hematoxylin (Sigma Aldrich) for 3 min and the excess of hematoxylin was removed by short immersion of slides in 1% HCl, followed by 0.1% LiCO~**3**~. Next, slides were stained in Eosin Y solution (Sigma Aldrich) for 30 s and dehydrated by using 70%, 90%, and 100% ethanol for 30 s each, followed by xylene for 10 min. Slides were mounted with Entellan mounting medium (ProSciTech) and dried for 2 h. Expression of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and ionized calcium-binding adaptor molecule 1 (Iba1) was assessed by immunofluorescence staining to interrogate changes in astrocyte and microglia activation in the tumor vasculature. The staining was performed using a standard protocol, including heat-activated, citrate-based pH 6.0 antigen retrieval and blocking with MOM kit (BMK-2202; Vector Laboratories). The primary antibodies used were mouse anti-GFAP (MAB360; 1:100 dilution; Merck) and rabbit anti-Iba1 (019-19741; 1:400 dilution; FUJIFILM Wako Chemicals USA Corp). Secondary antibodies used were donkey anti-mouse A488 (ab150105; 1:250 dilution; Abcam) and donkey anti-rabbit A594 (A21207; 1:250 dilution; ThermoFisher Scientific). Primary and secondary antibodies were diluted in MOM kit diluent (BMK-2202; Vector Laboratories). Images were captured using the Aperio Brightfield XT slide scanner (ScanScope XT) and Axiovert 200 inverted confocal microscope with LSM 710 scanner (Carl Zeiss Pty Ltd) as Z-stacks and presented as the sum of the Z-stack projection. Whole-brain images were acquired as tiled image stacks. Image processing was performed by using ImageScope and ImageJ softwares.

Image Analysis {#s9}
--------------

### Structural MRI and PET image analysis {#s10}

*---*DICOM images were converted into NIFTI format using a combination of dcm2niix and MRtrix3.^[@CIT0041],[@CIT0042]^ The radioactivity concentrations in the PET images were decay corrected using a ^89^Zr half-life of 78.41 h using in-house software. T2, CT, and decay-corrected PET images were then rigidly registered to the post-contrast T1-CE using ANTS^[@CIT0043]^ and linearly resampled into this space. Binary masks of the volumes of interest (VOIs) were manually delineated for both the T2 and T1-CE images using a semiautomatic active contour segmentation tool (ITK-SNAP^[@CIT0044]^; [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These included the tumor, CE tumor, non-CE tumor, FUS-treated non-CE tumor, targeted non-CE tumor, and non-CE tumor post-FUS VOIs. Masks of tumor VOI were defined from hyperintense regions on the T2 images, masks of CE tumor VOIs for both groups and targeted non-CE tumor VOIs for the control group were defined on the T1-CE pre-FUS images, masks of targeted non-CE tumor VOIs and non-CE tumor post-FUS VOIs for the FUS group were defined on the T1-CE post-FUS images. Name, origin, and description of the VOIs are provided in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Name, Origin, and Description of VOIs

  Name of VOI                       Image of Origin for VOI                                          Description of VOI
  --------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Tumor                             T2                                                               Entire tumor area, including regions of edema
  CE tumor                          T1-CE pre-FUS                                                    Originally CE tumor area
  Non-CE tumor                      Subtraction of CE tumor VOI from tumor VOI                       Originally non-CE tumor area
  FUS-treated non-CE tumor          Subtraction of CE tumor VOI pre-FUS from CE tumor VOI post-FUS   Region of the non-CE tumor with an open BBB as a result of the FUS treatment
  Targeted non-CE tumor (control)   Non-CE tumor VOI                                                 Originally non-CE tumor area in control mice
  Targeted non-CE tumor (FUS)       FUS-treated non-CE tumor VOI                                     Non-CE tumor regions targeted by FUS
  Non-CE tumor post-FUS             Subtraction of CE tumor VOI post-FUS from tumor VOI              Region of the non-CE tumor not targeted by FUS

![Example of VOI segmentation in different imaging modalities. (L--R) T2, T1-CE pre-FUS, T1-CE post-FUS, and PET images of a mouse from the control and FUS groups followed by segmented tumor VOI masks (yellow), masks of CE tumor VOI (purple), targeted non-CE tumor VOI (green), and non-CE tumor post-FUS VOI (red). Note that for the control mouse the non-CE tumor post-FUS VOI is not highlighted as it corresponds to the targeted non-CE tumor VOI (green). Overlays of the masks on the MRI images from which they were generated are illustrated in [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](vdaa030f0002){#F2}

Statistics for each VOI, including volume in voxels and mm^3^ and mean intensity values, were calculated using the fslstats (FSL^[@CIT0045]^) neuroimaging analytical tool. The volumetric ratio of the CE tumor VOI to the tumor VOI represents the proportion of the entire tumor with a disrupted BBB. This ratio was used to calculate and compare the extent of BBB disruption in the tumor prior to and after FUS treatment. The volumetric change of the non-CE tumor was used as a measure of the FUS-induced BBB opening. The dose of radiolabeled antibody in the targeted non-CE tumor, CE tumor, and non-CE tumor post-FUS was obtained by masking the PET images by the relevant binary VOIs ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Specifically, the targeted non-CE tumor was represented by the non-CE tumor VOI for the control group and by the FUS-treated non-CE tumor VOI for the FUS group. Mean values of radiolabeled antibody uptake in the VOIs were calculated as a percentage of injected dose per gram of brain (% ID/g) in each mouse and these values were used to calculate the average of mean dose uptake in each of the 2 experimental groups. It was assumed that 1 g of brain is equal to 1 cm^3^ in these calculations.

### DCE sequence image analysis {#s11}

---T1 maps and DCE sequences were imported into Nordic-ICE (NordicNeuroLab) and used to extract curves of change in 1/*R*~1~ signal enhancement in relevant 2D regions of interest (ROIs). Image preprocessing consisted of noise correction, motion artifact rectification, T1 maps baseline correction, and signal normalization by a selection of population-based arterial input functions, obtained from the average of the arterial input functions of 25 previously scanned WK1 mice. Curves of change in 1/*R*~1~ signal enhancement were calculated in ROIs of the size of approximately 1 mm^2^ in the CE tumor VOI and in the non-CE tumor VOI.

### Fluorescence imaging quantification analysis {#s12}

---For the quantitation of GFAP and Iba1 staining, images were processed for contrast, brightness, and color in Adobe Photoshop software. Three fields of view were analyzed for each brain section, and a total of 3 FUS-treated and 3 control animals were included in the study. The integrated GFAP and Iba1 staining was quantified for each field of view separately by measuring mean pixel intensity in ImageJ. For each image, background intensity was subtracted from the mean pixel intensity.

Statistical Analysis {#s13}
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 7 Software. The two-tailed, paired nonparametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, *α* = 0.05, was used to determine significance in the comparison of the extent of BBB opening before and after FUS treatment for the FUS group. Two-tailed *t*-tests with Welch's correction, *α* = 0.05, were applied to the comparison of pixels mean fluorescence intensity between the control and the FUS groups in the GFAP and Iba1 quantification analyses. Two-tailed, unpaired Mann--Whitney *U*-tests, *α* = 0.05, were applied to the comparison of mean antibody uptake in the targeted non-CE tumor, CE tumor, and non-CE tumor post-FUS between the control and the FUS groups. Two-tailed Pearson correlation, *α* = 0.05, and linear regression analysis were used to assess the linear correlation between antibody uptake in the FUS-treated non-CE tumor VOIs and the extent of FUS-induced BBB opening.

Results and Discussion {#s14}
======================

Characterization of the BBB in the WK1 Mouse Model {#s15}
--------------------------------------------------

DCE imaging was used to characterize the permeability of the BBB in different areas of the tumor of the WK1 mice. As extensively described in the literature, the leakage of the CA across the BBB can be assessed by measuring the change in T1 signal (1/*R*~1~) of the tissue over time.^[@CIT0046]^ In our study, we qualitatively compared the T1 signal enhancement curves in a 1 mm^2^ ROI within the CE tumor VOI and a 1 mm^2^ ROI within the non-CE tumor VOI for 12 WK1 mice. As shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the T1 enhancement curves in the CE tumor ROIs show an increase in signal enhancement following bolus injection and retention of this signal enhancement over time. This behavior indicates extravasation of the CA from the leaky vasculature into the brain and retention, which is strong evidence for a disrupted BBB. On the other hand, the T1 enhancement curves in the non-CE tumor ROIs show negligible signal enhancement, which reflects the absence of CA leakage into the brain and, consequently, an intact BBB in this area of the tumor. These results highlight the similarity of the vasculature characteristics of this tumor model with the majority of HGG patients, who present both regions of the angiogenic tumor with a disrupted BBB and regions of infiltrating tumor with an intact BBB.^[@CIT0007]^ This characteristic is particularly important for a preclinical study aiming at assessing the efficiency of FUS to enhance drug delivery and alleviate the infiltrating tumor burden, as it provides a means to selectively target nonenhancing infiltrating tumor regions.

![Tumor characteristics and T1 signal relaxation enhancement curves in the non-CE tumor VOI for 12 WK1 mice that underwent a DCE MRI scan. (L--R) T1-CE with overlaid CE tumor VOI (red), T2 with overlayed tumor VOI (blue), T1-CE with overlayed non-CE tumor VOI (green), and T~1~ signal relaxation enhancement curves from within the non-CE tumor VOI.](vdaa030f0003){#F3}

Characterization of FUS-Induced BBB Opening {#s16}
-------------------------------------------

Structural MRI was used in this study to assess tumor size and extent of BBB opening, as described in the Methods section. The area of hyperintensity in the T2 was found to be larger than the area of contrast enhancement in the T1-CE pre-FUS for all mice ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This confirms that the region of a tumor with an originally disrupted BBB represented only a small area of the tumor in this model. T1-CE images acquired before and after FUS showed an increase in contrast-enhancing area, indicating that the FUS treatment successfully induced further BBB opening. This is a particularly important and novel aspect of our study, uniquely demonstrating that FUS can selectively alter the vasculature in the non-CE tumor.

![Example of tumor characteristics and FUS treatment effects of a control mouse and a FUS mouse. (A) T2 images, T1-CE pre-FUS, T1-CE post-FUS images, and H&E-stained brain sections; (B) GFAP-stained sections and GFAP quantification analysis; (C) Iba1-stained sections and Iba1 quantification analysis. Higher-magnification (20×) images of GFAP and Iba1 stained sections are taken in regions of non-CE tumor in the control mouse and in regions of FUS-treated tumor in the FUS mouse.](vdaa030f0004){#F4}

Histological analysis of the brain sections of FUS-treated and control mice was performed in order to characterize ex vivo the tumor margin and capacity of tumor infiltration. The H&E staining of the brain sections shown in [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} demonstrated that the tumor tissue boundaries generally corresponded to the boundaries of the hyperintense regions on the T2, indicating that our in vivo method to characterize the entire tumor volume was appropriate. Moreover, the staining revealed that infiltrating tumor regions usually corresponded to regions of the tumor that had an intact BBB (non-CE on the T1-CE). In contrast, meningeal non-infiltrating tumor regions, which are highly angiogenic, usually corresponded to CE tumor regions.

Disruption of the BBB induces activation of astrocytes and microglia as a result of a sterile inflammatory response.^[@CIT0047]^ In order to screen for potential gliosis induced by loss of vascular integrity caused by FUS treatment, we used GFAP and Iba1 as markers of activated astrocytes and microglia, respectively. A moderate and nonuniform astrocyte activity was observed in the tumors of control mice on the basis of GFAP expression, while severe astrogliosis was found in the FUS mice in regions of the tumor targeted with FUS (*P* = .0394, two-tailed *t*-test with Welch's correction; [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that FUS treatment induces an inflammatory response concomitant with the tumor vascular disruption and is in agreement with previously reported data.^[@CIT0049],[@CIT0050]^ To further confirm an inflammation response, we screened for Iba1 expression and showed a significant microgliosis in the FUS-treated tumors relative to untreated controls (*P* = .0083, two-tailed *t*-test with Welch's correction; [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Once activated, microglia further impair BBB function by modulating the expression of tight junctions, which are essential for the BBB integrity and function.^[@CIT0051]^ Despite the fact that no sign of tumor tissue or vascular damage was found in the H&E-stained sections of the FUS mice brains, the immunofluorescence revealed substantial astrogliosis and microgliosis caused by the FUS-induced vascular disruption in the brain sections harvested 3 days post-treatment. This is in line with the previous findings suggesting that astrocytes and microglia activation can be detected as long as 2 weeks post-FUS.^[@CIT0052]^

Quantification of the Extent of FUS-Induced BBB Opening and Correlation With Antibody Tumor Uptake {#s17}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The volumetric change of the non-CE tumor was used as a measure of the extent of FUS-induced BBB opening. As shown in [Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the median extent of BBB opening was significantly higher post-FUS than pre-FUS treatment (*P* = .0078, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranked test), indicating that FUS treatment temporarily increased BBB permeability.

![Quantitative analysis of FUS-induced degree of BBB opening and values of antibody tumor uptake in different VOIs. (A) The plot shows the median extent of BBB opening in the tumor of FUS mice prior and post-FUS treatment. (B) The plot shows the correlation between the percentage of antibody tumor uptake in the FUS-treated non-CE tumor and the total volume of the FUS-treated non-CE tumor. (C) The chart shows the comparison of mean values of antibody uptake in CE tumor, targeted non-CE tumor, and non-CE tumor post-FUS between the FUS group and the control group.](vdaa030f0005){#F5}

In order to determine whether the extent of FUS-induced BBB opening corresponds to a proportionally higher uptake of tumor-targeting antibody, we examined the relationship between antibody uptake in the FUS-treated non-CE tumor VOIs and the volume of FUS-treated non-CE tumor VOIs ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A statistically significant (Pearson *r* coefficient 0.8621, *P* = .0059) direct linear correlation was found, which implies that the amount of antibody uptake in tumor with an intact BBB can be proportionally increased by increasing the efficacy of the FUS treatment. While often overlooked, this linear relationship is extremely important when assessing the potential of FUS to increase drugs' uptake. This is because T1-CE imaging provides a means to quantify the extent of tumor volume with a disrupted BBB by passage only of the gadolinium CA (\~605 Da); it does not provide meaningful predictions about the ability for larger molecules, such as antibodies in the range of approximately 150 kDa, to cross the disrupted BBB. Furthermore, although the precise molecular mechanisms by which antibodies penetrate into the tumor upon FUS are still unknown, there is evidence that FUS-induced antibody uptake into the tumor is not necessarily only driven by passive diffusion^[@CIT0053]^ and can therefore differ from the uptake mechanism seen for smaller molecules. Thus, it is important to establish the relationship between the uptake of the specific antibody used and the extent of FUS-induced BBB opening in every preclinical study evaluating the ability of FUS to enhance antibody penetration into the tumor.

FUS Increases Antibody Uptake Only in Targeted Non-CE Tumor {#s18}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In order to determine the effects of FUS treatment on antibody uptake in different regions of the tumor, changes in antibody uptakes were compared in both the CE and non-CE tumor regions with and without treatment. In the non-CE tumor regions targeted with FUS, antibody uptake increased significantly more in FUS-treated mice than in control mice (*P* = .0013, Mann--Whitney *U*-test; [Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This shows, for the first time, that FUS can temporarily open the BBB in invasive brain tumor tissue to increase uptake of antibody-targeted therapies in regions of the tumor that would otherwise be inaccessible to macromolecular drugs.

Further examination revealed that the FUS treatment did not significantly increase (*P* = .7546, Mann--Whitney *U*-test) the mean antibody uptake in the regions that were contrast enhancing prior to FUS ([Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This result indicates that FUS did not significantly improve the transport of antibody drugs across an already disrupted BBB.

Finally, the effect of FUS treatment on antibody uptake in regions of non-CE tumor adjacent to the targeted non-CE tumor was analyzed, by comparing the mean values of antibody uptake in the non-CE tumor post-FUS VOIs between the 2 groups. [Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that there was no statistically significant difference between the 2 groups (*P* = .8518, Mann--Whitney *U*-test), indicating that the FUS treatment was highly localized and did not affect interstitial transport of antibodies beyond the targeted volume.

Conclusions {#s19}
===========

One of the greatest challenges associated with the treatment of HGG is the delivery of systemic therapy to a clinically significant infiltrative tumor that is protected by an intact BBB. In this study, we investigated the effect of using FUS to temporarily disrupt the BBB in regions of the tumor with an intact BBB to facilitate increased uptake of a targeted antibody.

Using serial in vivo MRI techniques in combination with ex vivo histology, we show that the WK1 primary HGG mouse model has significant tumor burden and intact BBB.

Using this mouse model, we developed an approach to quantify the extent of FUS-induced BBB opening in regions of the tumor with an intact BBB and that by increasing the volume of FUS-induced CE tumor, we can proportionally increase the amount of antibody uptake in these regions.

We show, for the first time, that FUS can locally increase antibody uptake in FUS-targeted regions of an HGG animal model with an intact BBB, while leaving untargeted regions unaffected. Interestingly, we observed no significant effect of FUS in regions of tumor that were contrast enhancing prior to treatment with FUS. These results indicate that observations made in models where the BBB is fully disrupted prior to the application of FUS should be carefully considered.

It is clear that FUS has significant potential to increase the efficacy of systemic therapies in HGG; however, we believe it is also clear that the choice of preclinical model and careful experimental design are paramount to furthering the understanding of this potential. We believe that our results are a pioneering demonstration of the potential of FUS to improve therapeutic delivery in non-CE brain tumors and that this paradigm should be explored in the clinical domain.
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